Abstract-Challenged by serious power and thermal constraints and limited by available instruction-level parallelism, processor designs have evolved to multi-core architectures. These architectures, many augmented with native simultaneous multithreading, are driving software developers to use multithreaded programs to exploit thread-level parallelism. While multithreading is well known to introduce concerns of data dependency and CPU load balance, less known is that the uncertainty of relative progress of thread execution can cause patterns of I/O requests, issued by different threads, to be effectively random and so significantly degrade hard-disk efficiency. This effect can severely offset the performance gains from parallel execution, especially for I/O-intensive programs. Retaining the benefits of multithreading while not losing I/O efficiency is an urgent and challenging problem. We propose a user-level scheme, iHarmonizer, to streamline the servicing of I/O requests from multiple threads in the OpenMP programs. Specifically, we use the compiler to insert code into OpenMP programs so that data usage can be transmitted at run time to a supporting run-time library that prefetches data in a diskfriendly way and coordinates threads' execution according to the availability of their requested data. Transparent to the programmer, iHarmonizer makes a multithreaded program I/O efficient while maintaining the benefits of parallelism. Our experiments show that iHarmonizer can significantly speed up the execution of a representative set of I/O-intensive scientific benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multithreaded programming is widely used today because it naturally takes advantage of multi-core processors [10] . Scientific applications that demand high computational performance and process large amounts of data are generally well-suited to thread-level parallelization.
When a sequential program is multithreaded some intrinsic properties of sequential computation, including predictability and determinism, are compromised [17] , necessitating the use of synchronization to maintain correctness. Further, for parallel efficiency, load balancing must be addressed. These issues are well-understood in the context of parallel computing [5] , [20] , [28] . However, the loss of determinism in the multithreaded execution can cause * Yizhe Wang is currently with VMware, Inc. serious degradation of I/O efficiency on disk-based systems, an issue that can be acute for I/O-intensive applications.
Because data on a hard disk is accessed using moving disk heads and rotating disk platters, sequential access of disk-resident data can be faster than random access by more than an order of magnitude. Programmers often expend substantial effort to access files sequentially because file systems generally allocate contiguous disk space to file data in ascending order of file offset [1] . However, when a sequential program is multithreaded, not only computations but also the I/O operations associated with them may be distributed among multiple threads (or processes in a general parallel computing domain) [6] . Because the execution order of the threads is usually determined by a scheduler at runtime, the relative progress of each thread is nondeterministic and the order in which the threads issue their I/O requests is similarly nondeterministic or essentially random. Even when synchronization is specified among threads it is usually used to resolve data dependencies, not to coordinate the issuance of I/O requests. (Collective I/O, as discussed later, is a notable exception.) In the absence of such coordination, optimizations of I/O accesses for a sequential program may be nullified. At worst, for an I/O-intensive program the potential performance benefits of multithreading could be more than offset by the loss of I/O efficiency.
A. A Motivating Example
To illustrate the effect of multithreading on I/O efficiency we parallelize a simple sequential I/O-intensive program and run it on a multi-core system. In this program there is a two-dimensional array of 8000 × 16 integers, each integer embedded in a 16KB block, in row-major order, comprising an on-disk file of approximately 2GB. The program reads the entire file and computes the sums of the integers in each column (Figure 1(a) ). Because the array is mapped to the disk file, array access is manifested as access of corresponding disk data.
We first multithread the program using Pthreads (Figure 1(b) ) and run it using 16 threads on a Dell PowerEdge 1950 workstation with 8 cores, 4GB RAM, and a SATA 7200 RPM hard disk, running Linux kernel 2.6.18. Execution time averages 545 seconds. of the file data that are accessed in the first ten seconds of program execution. A wide range of offsets is accessed within any time interval greater than a tiny fraction of a second. There are two reasons for this behavior. First, consecutive requests from the same thread do not always reach the dispatch queue of the disk in time for the scheduler to serve them together. Second, although the data accessed by the sequential program is fully contiguous, the data accessed by each thread is not. The figure shows that the range of offsets within a given window becomes increasingly large as execution proceeds, indicating that the cost for these irregular disk accesses becomes increasingly expensive. A programmer might seek to fix this by using barrier immediately before reading an element in every thread, so that data can be read row by row, or assigning threads sets of rows instead of columns (e.g. thread i gets rows 500 × i + n for 0 ≤ n < 500), using a global sum array and mutex to coordinate its access. Both approaches may effectively serialize thread execution in a round-robin fashion. Thus either approach would incur synchronization overhead and limit available parallelism.
Next we use OpenMP (version 2.5) [25] to multithread the program by making the loop nest a parallel region and specifying 16 threads (Figure 1(c) ). Compared to Pthreads disk access is much closer to sequential (Figure 2(b) ) and the rate of progress is greater. (While not shown, this is true for the full duration of execution.) The execution time is 139 s compared to 544 s using Pthreads-requesting data in a smaller range results in fewer disk head seeks and shorter seek distances, so requests are more efficiently served. However, even though the range is reduced, it is still substantial and disk efficiency can still be low.
B. Our Solution in Brief
As we described, there are serious limitations to addressing the degradation of I/O performance caused by multithreading at application level (e.g., changing the program structure and logic, manually inserting synchronization points) or at runtime (e.g., relying on a thread scheduler to keep load balanced). Given these limitations, we propose a method that combines the use of compiler and runtime techniques to significantly improve the efficiency of I/Ointensive multithreaded programs without human intervention. In this method the compiler inserts code into the target program to inform the runtime system of data to be accessed. The compiler also inserts code to suspend and resume threads' execution according to the availability of their needed data in memory. At runtime a separate I/O thread uses the information provided by the other threads about data soon to be requested to prefetch the data in the order most friendly to the disk. In the meantime those threads are suspended until their data are available in the system buffer. This procedure repeats throughout the execution of the program. Thus the execution of threads is regulated dynamically by the availability of future needed data instead of by manually inserted synchronization statements. The order of requests is not tightly coupled with each thread's relative execution speed and requests from different threads have a chance to be reordered before they are sent to disk. By using this data-driven model for thread scheduling we preserve the parallelism of multithreaded programs while making disk access more efficient. We have implemented this scheme, named iHarmonizer, targeting OpenMP programs, using the widely-used compiler infrastructure Open64 [24] .
Foreshadowing our more comprehensive evaluation, Figure 2(c) shows the file offsets touched by the threads of the OpenMP version of the example program with iHarmonizer enabled. The file is accessed in an almost perfectly sequential order. The total execution time of the program is reduced to 46 seconds, a factor of two faster than the original OpenMP version, and a factor of ten faster than the Pthreads version. 
C. Contributions
In summary, in this paper we make three contributions:
• We show that the nondeterministic behavior of multithreaded programs can degrade their I/O performance; • We propose iHarmonizer, a user-level scheme that integrates compiler and runtime techniques to coordinate thread execution and reorder their I/O requests to significantly improve disk performance; • We implement iHarmonizer for OpenMP programs and provide an extensive evaluation to show that iHarmonizer can significantly speed up the execution of a representative set of scientific benchmarks. iHarmonizer is designed to work with both read and write requests. Handling write requests in the framework of iHarmonizer is straightforward as it does not need preexecution and prefetching to obtain requests for user-level scheduling. iHarmonizer can simply release a process immediately after buffering its written data in the user-level cache. The remaining request scheduling for writing back the dirty data is almost the same as that for prefetch requests. For this reason we use read operations to present the design and evaluation of iHarmonizer.
II. RELATED WORK
The I/O stack spans applications, the runtime system, the operating system (OS), and storage devices; much work has been done at each of these levels to optimize I/O performance. Some basic techniques used in iHarmonizer, such as prefetching, aligning requests with the disk data layout, and coordinating thread execution have been used in other approaches. In this section we briefly examine some of these and describe how iHarmonizer differs.
A. I/O Prefetching
I/O prefetching is primarily used to hide disk I/O latency behind computation. Transparent Informed Prefetching (TIP) is an OS facility that initiates prefetching according to hints provided by programs about future access patterns [27] . For TIP to be truly effective a process' hints must accurately specify both the data to be accessed and the order in which it will be accessed [7] . However, in the context of multithreading, the order in which threads access data is uncertain, resulting in a mismatch between the hinted order (by each thread) and the real order in which data are accessed, making TIP less effective.
Mowry et al. proposed a compiler-based I/O prefetching scheme for out-of-core applications [23] . In their approach the compiler automatically generates prefetch hints using static program analysis and passes them to the OS so that data can be prefetched before it is needed. This compilerbased technique can predict specific data items to be accessed in the near future, as opposed to characterizing access patterns [16] , [18] , [26] , [19] , which allows the prefetcher in the OS to perform accurate prefetching.
SpecHint seeks to leverage speculative execution to initiate I/O prefetching to reduce I/O stall [8] . Whenever the normal execution of a process is blocked by I/O requests, speculative execution takes the opportunity to run ahead and issue non-blocking prefetch requests. Recently in the parallel computing arena a speculative prefetching approach was proposed to automatically extract I/O-related code from a program to be executed by a prefetch process [9] .
All of these works on prefetching aim to hide I/O latency behind computation rather than improve disk efficiency in serving the prefetch requests. For I/O-intensive programs, when there is a disparity between application access patterns and the physical data layout on disk, sequences of I/O requests that do not respect the physical data layout may induce a large I/O latency that is almost impossible to hide behind computation. Because serving random requests can be more than an order of magnitude slower than serving sequential requests, inefficient prefetching overlapped with computation could still be much more expensive than efficient prefetching with well-ordered requests that are not overlapped with computation.
Disk efficiency for prefetching becomes especially impor-tant in the context of multithreading for two reasons. First, the computations are often divided into smaller sequential units so there is less time for I/O to be hidden. Second, the I/O operations these computations rely on for their data may be distributed among multiple threads, dividing an originally large I/O request into several smaller ones with indeterminate issuance order, transforming sequential access into random access. Recently DiskSeen was proposed for prefetching at disk level instead of at the logical file level as most prefetchers do [12] . DiskSeen tracks and records disk locations that are touched, and uses this access pattern history to predict the data to be accessed in subsequent runs of a program and prefetch them sequentially. However, the access pattern of a multithreaded program may be nondeterministic, thwarting history-based prefetching. More recently, VanDeBogart et al. proposed an application-level prefetching scheme that creates a reorder buffer at user level and performs aggressive prefetching according to the hints provided by the programmer about future accesses [33] . However, if it is to be used for a multithreaded program whose thread execution order is uncertain, the hints may not be able to correctly specify access order.
B. Aligning Requests with Disk Data Layout
Various techniques have been proposed to use the file system or request scheduler to align requests with disk data layout to increase disk efficiency. A file system is responsible for determining the allocation of disk space to files. If the layout of an initial allocation does not conform to the current access pattern, the schemes used in FS2 [14] and BORG [3] would replicate the accessed blocks and lay them out according to the actual access pattern, expecting access patterns for those blocks to be repeated. This method of block-layer data reorganization based on observed access patterns is most effective for programs with stable access patterns: much disk data reorganization may be required to adapt to a new access pattern. As such, programs with dynamic access patterns would not benefit. A multithreaded program is such a case because of the nondeterministic relative execution speeds of the threads. However, if data access from a multithreaded program were coordinated to generate consistent access patterns, such as what iHarmonizer achieves, it could benefit from disk data reorganization.
Disk request schedulers, such as C-SCAN [35] , can align requests with the data layout by sorting and merging requests in its dispatch queue according to their disk locations, but this is only effective for requests that are currently in the queue. For synchronous requests or requests that reach the queue too late, request issuance order is similar to arrival order. To address this issue, following an access the Anticipatory Scheduler [15] keeps the disk head in place waiting for the same process' next request, anticipating that more of its requests for nearby data would arrive soon after. However, the waiting time must be kept small so that performance loss is limited if the anticipated requests do not come. In contrast, iHarmonizer coordinates thread execution and collects a much larger number of requests for reordering and thus has a greater potential for performance improvement.
C. Coordinating the Execution of Processes
Various techniques have been proposed to coordinate thread execution based on resource availability [2] , [34] . Resource-aware scheduling seeks to alleviate I/O contention by limiting the number of opened files, blocking threads that would cause the limit to be exceeded, and releasing those that will close files [34] . This coarse-grained mechanism is oblivious to physical data layout.
Collective I/O is a technique used in parallel computing to improve I/O performance of MPI programs [31] . It requires the processes of an MPI program to collectively call a collective-I/O function, which serves as a synchronization point for the processes to issue their I/O requests simultaneously. These requests can be reordered according to the file offsets of requested data to improve disk efficiency. Though synchronization may slow some processes and is at odds with hiding I/O behind computation, it can still significantly improve I/O performance [30] , [31] . In spirit, iHarmonizer is similar to collective I/O in that it coordinates thread execution and collects and orders I/O requests at runtime, but there are two major differences between them. First, iHarmonizer relies on a compiler to augment a multithreaded program instead of using manually placed I/O calls. Second, iHarmonizer collects and reorders requests on a larger scale: instead of being limited to one I/O call it can prefetch data to potentially fill the entire system buffer to prepare for thread execution in the following phase, thereby giving it greater scope for reordering requests.
III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We designed iHarmonizer specifically for OpenMP programs, as OpenMP is a de facto API for parallel programming on shared memory systems. OpenMP is notable for enabling easy transformation of sequential programs into multithreaded ones by simply inserting directives appropriately into the source code. It is especially useful for parallelizing loops without inter-iteration dependencies, where multiple loop iterations can be partitioned and assigned to different threads to run simultaneously. By targeting OpenMP-parallelized loop nests handling significant diskresident arrays, we do not need to address the case of interiteration dependencies when iterations of a loop are assigned to threads.
A. Transformation of OpenMP Programs
We chose Open64 to compile OpenMP C/C++ programs because it provides a strong foundation for building robust and high-performance parallel code for OpenMP programs [21] . At compile time an OpenMP program is processed by a back-end pass of Open64 in which all of the OpenMP directives are replaced by calls to runtime library routines. The work-sharing constructs, such as omp parallel, are translated into a function pointer that is called by the OpenMP runtime routine ompc fork. For example, Figure 3(a) shows an OpenMP program for matrix multiplication with three nested for loops. Figure 3(b) is the result of the transformation. The original for loop is wrapped by a function pointer ompregion main1, which is invoked in ompc fork for forking threads. The loop iterations are distributed among separate threads by the call to ompc static init 4 with respective runtime thread identifiers.
B. Design of iHarmonizer
Rather than coordinating threads' I/O requests via synchronization as in collective I/O, iHarmonizer obtains knowledge of what data will be requested via pre-execution and makes the data ready in memory by prefetching it in a disk-efficient manner before the threads actually request it. In this way iHarmonizer avoids fine-grained synchronization and schedules a large pool of requests for long sequential disk accesses. With iHarmonizer the threads incur few or no disk access penalties because most of their requested data will already be in the system buffer cache. However, the system buffer is of limited size and generally will not be able to hold the entire data set demanded by the program. iHarmonizer divides the execution of a program into multiple cycles such that the data requested in each cycle can be accommodated in the system buffer. Each cycle has three phases: determining which pages to prefetch, prefetching, and releasing the computational threads to run and consume the prefetched data.
1) Pre-execution to Generate the Iteration Map:
To enable prefetching and to plan the execution of threads, iHarmonizer needs to know what data will be accessed in each loop iteration. The data structure that records the mapping of loop iterations to their requested data is called the iteration map. The data of concern are disk-resident arrays that are shared among parallelized loop iterations or threads. Without loss of generality, we assume file data are cached in the buffer cache in units of a page, whose size is determined by the operating system (usually 4 KB). Thus data is identified by its page offset within the file, which can be calculated using index and element size of its corresponding array and the page size. By setting OpenMP's thread scheduling policy to be static, iHarmonizer knows which iterations will be assigned to a particular thread. Therefore, it knows which pages of each involved array-mapped file are accessed in each thread's iteration. Though dynamic scheduling does better load balancing among processors, the difference is minimal for I/O-intensive applications because the processor is not the performance bottleneck. An example iteration map is shown in Figure 4 (b). As pages touched in adjacent iterations in a thread are usually the same or contiguous, the map can be represented in a compressed format. In practice the memory footprint of the map is trivial. We augment Open64 by adding code before a targeted loop nest so that iHarmonizer generates the iteration map before threads are spawned. We use the original parallel region (loop nest) as a template, replacing the body of the loop nest with function calls that translate the array indices into page numbers. We also analyze the loop nest to find all statements on which loop indices and array indices depend, and keep these statements in the template. All other nonessential computation statements are stripped out of the loop to speed up the pre-execution. Aliases for variables are used as needed to avoid side effects. As an example, the italicized part of Figure 3( data working set that could be fully held in the system cache, the extra time iHarmonizer spent on generating the iteration map might not be recouped. To avoid this iHarmonizer uniformly samples 1% of the iterations of the entire loop nest to estimate whether the distinct pages to be accessed are smaller than what is available in the system buffer. If so the iHarmonizer functionality is disabled.
2) Calculating Frontlines to Coordinate Thread Execution:
Although the iteration map exposes file pages to be accessed over the whole program's execution, in general the system buffer will not be able to hold all of them. The question is for a limited system buffer what pages should be prefetched, and given those pages how far each thread can proceed by only using the prefetched data. From the start of program execution all OpenMP threads are suspended once they enter a parallel region. Then iHarmonizer spawns a calculation thread to determine the page numbers of those pages to be used in the next cycle of program execution. Attempting to maintain load balance among threads in a cycle, the calculation thread examines the iterations of each thread in the iteration map at the same pace (in terms of number of iterations). The calculation thread then adds the page numbers (specific to each file-mapped array) into a prefetch queue whose capacity is determined by the estimated size of the available system buffer cache. For each unique page number of an array the queue keeps at most one record. The calculation thread pauses when the queue is filled. The last iteration of a thread examined by the calculation thread is called the thread's breakpoint. Breakpoints of all threads form the program's frontline. By prefetching all the pages recorded in the prefetch queue into the system buffer, each thread can proceed to the frontline at any relative speed without issuing I/O requests to the disk. However, some threads might only access cached data in iterations immediately after the frontline. In such cases, these threads can take a free ride wherein the calculation thread keeps pre-executing the iterations and pushes breakpoints forward as long as the iterations do not require pages that have not been recorded in the queue. In this way a more aggressive frontline can be formed as illustrated in Figure 4 (b).
3) Prefetching in one Cycle
: iHarmonizer also creates a prefetching thread that is used to prefetch pages recorded in the prefetch queue into the system buffer. When the prefetch queue is full the prefetching thread sorts the page numbers for efficient disk access and places them in another queue called the dispatch queue. Adjacent requests in the dispatch queue are merged if their requested data are contiguous. After that the prefetching thread sends the sorted I/O requests to the OS. Note that the prefetched data are not retained at user level: the copies cached in the OS buffer cache are used to support threads' execution. When the prefetching thread is doing I/O the calculation thread continues to fill the emptied prefetch queue so that the overhead of the calculation thread is (at least partially) hidden. After the prefetching thread has dispatched the requests in the dispatch queue the suspended OpenMP threads are released to run to their current frontline with all accesses to the disk-resident arrays expected to be hits in the system buffer. Thus there will be no I/O performance degradation due to nondeterministic execution order. When threads reach the frontline they are suspended again and the current cycle is completed, whereupon the entire process repeats until program termination. This process is illustrated in Figure 4 (a).
OpenMP has runtime routines to assist synchronization and a locking mechanism that forces inter-iteration dependencies to be respected. Because our main focus in this work is to coordinate threads' I/O, we disable iHarmonizer where synchronization/lock routines are detected.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of iHarmonizer we conducted experiments on a Dell PowerEdge 1950 server equipped with two Quad-Core Intel 3GHz Xeon 5100 CPUs, 4GB RAM, and a 7200RPM SATA hard disk. The operating system was Linux kernel 2.6.18 with the default CFQ I/O scheduler configured. The Open64 compiler was version 4.2.1.
We chose as benchmarks a set of widely-used scientific programs that spend most of their computation time processing large arrays of data, and report and analyze the performance of each of the benchmarks with and without iHarmonizer. Because the arrays shared among threads in the benchmarks can be too large to be entirely held in memory, we map them to disk files in the row-major order using mmap(), so that access to the arrays implicitly become I/O requests if the data are not in memory. In Linux on-disk data read by mmap(), like the data requested by system calls, are cached in the kernel buffer cache. By default, OpenMP creates one thread for each core, or eight threads on our testbed. The prefetch queue size, which determines the maximum number of pages prefetched in one phase, was set to 300,000 pages, or 1.2GB. A sensitivity study on this parameter is reported in Section IV.B.
The characteristics of the benchmarks, Hist [13] , Sparse and LU from the SciMark2 benchmark suites [29] , MD [22] , and our matrix multiplication program (Figure 3 ) are summarized in Table I .
A. Performance and Analysis of Benchmarking Results

1) Matrix Multiplication:
Matrix multiplication is one of the most commonly used computational kernels in scientific applications. The code is given in Figure 3 to illustrate the code generation in iHarmonizer. In the computation, matrix C is the result of the multiplication of matrices A and B, both of which are disk-resident arrays. Note that array A is accessed by row while array B is accessed by column, making the accesses to B's disk file highly inefficient. In the OpenMP program there are multiple threads running in parallel, each assigned a subset of the iterations of the outer for loop. Each thread performs the multiplication of each of its assigned rows of A with all columns of B, one by one. Note that even if a more locality-aware algorithm were used, multiple threads could still make irregular access patterns to the disk. Figure 5 shows the offsets of accessed pages of the array files. As shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) , from the start of execution 105s are required to compute the first row of C. Inefficiency is evidenced by the sparse distribution of accesses in the first 105s shown in Figure 5(b) . A single row of matrix A is repeatedly used, as evidenced by the narrow horizontal band in the first 105s shown in Figure 5 (a). After that the entire array B is brought into memory and stays in the cache. Because array A is accessed by row, the computation after 105s becomes much faster. The complete execution requires 207s.
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the access of arrays A and B when iHarmonizer is used. Generating the iteration map consumes the first 9.2s. The prefetching thread loads part of array A (9.2s to 13.1s) and array B (13.1s to 40.8s) into memory. The calculation thread determines the first frontline for the OpenMP threads to run without any disk operations in the period 40.8s to 42.1s. In the second cycle, the prefetching thread and calculation thread work in parallel from 42.1s to 45.0s. The prefetching thread loads more rows from array A. Note that part of array B is also requested, as evidenced by the plotted points after 48s in Figure 5(d) . However, these prefetching requests may not generate real I/O requests, as they are hits in the system buffer and simply inform the OS of their being actively used. This procedure continues until all iterations are done. The execution time of the benchmark with iHarmonizer is 89.4s, a 132% speedup.
When the available memory is limited, either because of limited physical memory or sharing of memory with other concurrently running programs, the prefetched data in one cycle may be evicted and therefore not available for subsequent cycles. To study how the available memory size affects the program's execution, we configure the Linux kernel to limit the total available memory for the MM program to each of 4GB, 2GB, 1.5GB, 1GB, and 512MB. Except for the first configuration (4GB) all are smaller than its 2.6GB working set. Table II gives the execution times with and without iHarmonizer for each of these available memory sizes. The performance improvement made by using iHarmonizer increases with the decreasing memory size: from 132% speedup at 4GB to 226% speedup at 512MB. The reason for this is that with more swapping taking place, more I/O accesses are made efficient.
Admittedly, as an out-of-core computation, matrix multiplication is usually carried out using more memory-efficient algorithms, such as blocked-matrix-multiply [32] . However, the benefit of iHarmonizer can be substantial even if the working set is small enough to be fully held in the memory, as demonstrated by the 4GB memory case in Table II . This is due to iHarmonizer's ability to improve efficiency of any non-sequential accesses. Furthermore, iHarmonizer frees programmers from manually planning data access order and swapping-in/out of data sets to achieve their goals.
For the remaining benchmarks we report the results of experiments without artificially limiting available memory size. As such, these results likely represent lower bounds (on our testbed) on possible performance improvements made by iHarmonizer. In other words, allowing the physical memory size to be larger than the tested programs' data sets does not reduce the significance of the experiments.
2) 3D Histogram Reduction:
Reduction is widely used in algorithms for image processing and computational geometry [11] . We use histogram reduction to reduce a 3D array to a 2D array by summing the elements on one dimension. We set the array size to 2.5GB, using a 2.5GB data file on disk. OpenMP spawns eight threads to run in parallel. Because each thread has a dedicated core on which to run, it seems that processors are fully utilized. However, non-coordinated I/O operations from these simultaneously running threads degrade the program's performance. Figure 6 (a) shows eight nearly parallel lines, indicating that every thread can make sequential accesses to disk, but the threads' accesses are interleaved. The workload is balanced among cores even when the performance bottleneck is I/O efficiency. When load balancing is in conflict with disk efficiency by breaking long sequential accesses, disk efficiency should have been given higher priority in the design of the thread scheduling policy. The execution time is 74.5s in this run.
When iHarmonizer is enabled it controls the threads' execution according to I/O efficiency instead of processor utilization. This is a beneficial tradeoff because the performance bottleneck is I/O rather than computation, and scheduling should favor eliminating the bottleneck. With iHarmonizer the large file is prefetched sequentially segment by segment, and in each cycle all computation threads are run in parallel. By improving I/O efficiency the program's execution time reduces to 58.8s, a 26% improvement. This improvement is not as large as that for the matrixmultiplication benchmark because the access sequentiality in each thread's requests is retained to some extent by the I/O scheduler in its execution without iHarmonizer.
3) Sparse Matrix Multiplication: The sparse matrix multiplication benchmark uses compressed vectors with only five non-zero elements in each row of matrices A and B to be multiplied together. In this benchmark iHarmonizer preserves the statements that update rowR and rowRp1 in the pre-execution phase because the array indices in the for loop depend on them. In addition, the program has indirect access to vector x[] with its index col[] generated at runtime. Because the preexecution code produces the iteration map at runtime, this indirect access is fully resolvable. In contrast, the methods that rely on prefetching hints generated at compilation time would not work in this scenario [23] .
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show accesses to disk-resident arrays A and B, respectively. Access to A is almost random because of the indirect references of vector x elements. Access to B is roughly sequential for each individual thread.
ĨŽƌ ;ũсϬ͖ ũфŵŝŶDE͖ ũннͿ ͘͘͘ ĨŽƌ ;ŝŝсũнϭ͖ ŝŝфD͖ ŝŝннͿ ͘͘͘ ĨŽƌ ;ũũсũнϭ͖ ũũфE͖ ũũннͿ ŝŝũũ Ͳс ŝŝũ Ύ ũũũ͖ Figure 9 . Sample code for LU factorization However, with eight threads' accesses interleaved, disk efficiency is degraded. The total execution time is 50.2s. When iHarmonizer is used the accesses of both array A and array B are much more sequential (Figures 8(c) and  8(d) ). In the execution the cycles are clearly distinct. In the first cycle pages of array B are prefetched between 0.8s and 11.2s (Figure 8(d) ), and then pages of array A are prefetched from 11.2s to 12.8s. From 12.8s to 13.9s the computation threads consume the cached data. After that, the program enters its second cycle starting with iHarmonizer's prefetching of the second part of B (13.9s to 20.1s) and the second part of A (20.1s to 22.0s), followed by the remaining computation (22.0s to 23.2s). The total execution time is reduced to 23.2 seconds, more than a factor of two performance improvement.
4) Dense LU matrix factorization:
This benchmark performs LU factorization of a dense matrix using partial pivoting. In the program the middle and inner loop indices depend on the outer loop index, making the numbers of inner iterations uneven across the outer iterations (see Figure 9 ). As the workload is assigned to different threads according to outer iterations, the computational load may be imbalanced among threads, making dynamic thread scheduling policies such as guided a better choice than static in terms of balancing processor load. However, our experiments show that for I/O-intensive workloads the performance in terms of execution time is not sensitive to the scheduling policy. For this benchmark, using guided only reduces execution time by a mere 3% over using static, compared to 49% execution time reduction made by iHarmonizer.
Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the accesses to the filemapped array in the LU benchmark without and with iHarmonizer, respectively. By coordinating thread execution and prefetching with high disk efficiency, the execution time is reduced from 53.3s to 27.1s.
5) Molecular Dynamics:
The MD program simulates molecular dynamics by repeatedly computing forces and energies and updating positions, velocities, and accelerations for each simulated particle. The program simultaneously accesses four disk-resident arrays. To reveal access patterns not only inside each array but also among the arrays in one graph, we use the trace collection tool blktrace [4] to show how their corresponding disk blocks are accessed. executions of MD with and without using iHarmonizer. In the figures, logical block numbers (LBNs) are used to indicate disk locations. Without iHarmonizer data from different disk regions are accessed concurrently. The request ordering by the prefetching thread improves disk efficiency: with iHarmonizer, the total execution time is reduced from 44.8s to 28.1s, a 60% performance improvement.
To summarize the experimental results we show execution times of all the tested benchmarks in Figure 12 (a). Using iHarmonizer we achieved performance improvements ranging from 26% to 132%.
B. Sensitivity Studies
When iHarmonizer is applied to an OpenMP program there are two potentially performance-sensitive parameters for the user to set: the number of spawned threads and the prefetch size that determines the number of pages to be prefetched in each execution cycle. In the following we use the MM benchmark to experimentally study how the performance advantage of iHarmonizer is affected by these two parameters.
1) Number of Spawned Threads:
To evaluate how the number of spawned threads affects the performance of an OpenMP program with and without iHarmonizer we vary the number of threads among powers of two between 1 and 32. Execution times are shown in Figure 12 (b). We observe that without using iHarmonizer, using two threads has the worst performance, followed by using four threads. Because there are 8 cores on the server, using fewer than eight threads cannot fully utilize the available computing resources. However, further increasing the number of threads does not keep improving performance. Instead, it slows the program beyond eight threads. This reflects the issue of I/O performance degradation addressed in the design of iHarmonizer: as more threads are involved in generating I/O requests, the uncertainty of thread execution order makes the request order increasingly random when they are presented to the disk. However, with iHarmonizer, the execution time monotonically decreases with increasing number of threads, up to eight. Beyond that, performance loss is small because iHarmonizer's ability to reorder requests is not strongly affected by the increased thread count. Notice that when iHarmonizer is not applied, the execution time using a single thread is 204.9s, slightly better than using 8 threads (207.2s) and better than using any other number of threads. This demonstrates that I/O inefficiency caused by multithreading can more than nullify the increased computing power it provides. In contrast, iHarmonizer not only makes the program I/O efficient but also preserves the benefit of multiple cores.
2) Size of Prefetch Queue:
The prefetch queue stores page numbers. The size of the queue governs how much data can be prefetched (up to system limits) in each execution cycle. The larger the queue the more data would be prefetched in a cycle, and the fewer cycles needed in a program's execution. We use the total size of the pages to which the queue can refer to describe the queue size. Table III shows the execution times of the matrixmultiplication program using iHarmonizer with different prefetch queue sizes. This shows that with a modestly-sized prefetch queue the potential performance advantage can be almost fully realized. For example, with a queue of 256MB, the execution time (99.8s) is much smaller than the one for execution without using iHarmonizer (207.2s). Further increasing the queue size does not significantly reduce the execution time. For example, as the size is doubled (512 MB), the execution time is reduced by only 4.7%, though the number of cycles is reduced to less than half, from 57 to 26. Even when the size is increased to 2.5GB, which allows prefetching of the entirety of the two matrices in a single cycle, execution time is only reduced to 81.2s. With a reasonably sized prefetch queue iHarmonizer can collect sufficient number of requests and reorder them into substantially long sequential access. Having a rough estimate of the size of system buffer available to the program, a user can use a modest prefetch queue size to benefit from iHarmonizer. In other words, even though iHarmonizer does not control how much system buffer cache is allocated and what data are retained in the buffer, it can use a conservative estimate of the buffer size and still retain most of its performance advantage. Only when the queue is very small (such as 128MB or 64MB, compared to the 2.6GB memory demand) does the execution time become unacceptably large (145.8s and 221.2s, respectively). This is because a very small prefetch queue can hold such a small data set that only a few iterations can run on them, and the number of cycles increases inversely. As each cycle imposes an all-thread synchronization, its cost becomes significant compared to the program execution time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Because we are in the era of multi-core computing it is important to effectively harness the processor resources with multi-threading. We presented iHarmonizer, a scheme that integrates compiler and runtime techniques to address the I/O performance problem that can be caused by nondeterministic thread execution in multithreaded programs, entirely transparently to the programmer. iHarmonizer coordinates threads and streamlines I/O requests from threads in loopheavy OpenMP programs, making the disk access efficient by allowing threads to run without having their I/O requests to interfere with each other. Because it is implemented at the user level, it is portable across operating systems. We have implemented iHarmonizer using Open64 and extensively evaluated its performance. We have shown that iHarmonizer can significantly speed up the execution of a set of representative scientific benchmarks.
